
AMI Day 11-15  If you have internet access, you may 
Mrs. Phifer  turn in your assignments for each day 
rachel.phifer@lamarwarriors.org  on Google Classroom. Email me for help. 

 
Day 11: Journal Activity – Response to COVID 19 

Set aside 20 minutes today and respond to the following questions. This is an activity that is 
meant to make you stop and reflect on what is currently happening around us. This is a time 
unlike any other in your life. Journaling is an excellent way to process, unpack your thoughts, 
and possibly change your perspective.  

• What has changed in your day-to-day life since COVID-19 became “a thing”? 
• Which changes have led to the most distress? 
• Which changes, if any, have been pleasantly surprising?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Day 12: Reading Day  
Find a book, magazine, newspaper, or any other print source and spend 30 minutes reading 
today. If you have access to the internet, go online to the following website to find a book. 	
 

• https://stories.audible.com/discovery 
	
Title & Author 
 

	
	

Pages Read 	
	

Make	a	connection	to	what	you	have	been	reading	in	the	boxes	below.		
 
Text-to-Text 

	
	
	

 
Text-to-Self 
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Day 13: Grammar  
Prepositions—a word that shows the relationship between a noun or pronoun and some other word 
in a sentence. HINT: Remember a preposition  
 
                                                                       Examples: 
         under          above          below         to       towards         through        across        over     
 
         on               between       into      beside           against         from          by         beneath 

Practice #1: How many prepositions can you find in the paragraph below that describes a 
professor’s desk? Hint: There are 32! Highlight each one. 	
 	
You can sit before the desk (or in front of the desk). The professor can sit on the desk (when he's 
being informal) or behind the desk, and then his feet are under the desk or beneath the desk. He 
can stand beside the desk (meaning next to the desk), before the desk, between the desk and you, 
or even on the desk (if he's really strange). If he's clumsy, he can bump into the desk or try to 
walk through the desk (and stuff would fall off the desk). Passing his hands over the desk or 
resting his elbows upon the desk, he often looks across the desk and speaks of the desk or 
concerning the desk as if there were nothing else like the desk. Because he thinks of nothing 
except the desk, sometimes you wonder about the desk, what's in the desk, what he paid for the 
desk, and if he could live without the desk. You can walk toward the desk, to the desk, around 
the desk, by the desk, and even past the desk while he sits at the desk or leans against the desk.	

	
 
 

Day 14: Journal Prompt – Response to COVID-19  
What are things that bring me joy (e.g. activities, hobbies, experiences)? Why do these things 
increase my joyfulness? What is it about these things and what is it about me that leads to 
interaction (between myself and these things)-based joy? Which people/relationships increase 
my joy? What is it about these people and what is it about me that leads to interaction-based 
(between myself and these people) joy? What may I do to maintain my connections to people 
and things adding to my joyfulness during the pandemic?	

RESPONSE BOX CONT. ON NEXT PAGE                                                                
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Day 15: Perspective Sketch 

In the iPhone template above, draw a picture of a thing, person, or experience during this 
pandemic that has brought you joy. This is possibly who or what you wrote about in your journal 
prompt yesterday. 	
	
 

 
 


